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Overview

Brief introduction to Gait Recognition
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Gait recognition is beneficial for a variety of applications, including video surveillance[1], crime

scene investigation[2], and social security[3], to mention a few.
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Background

Motivation

The features of each pixel are mapped as a vector with both magnitude and phase components.

• Magnitude, which represents contextual information;

• Phase, which is used to construct dynamic attention models for the key regions;



Background

Motivation

In addition, we develop a self-attention mechanism to select representative local motion patterns 

and further learn robust global motion patterns. 



Method

The overview of the proposed Dynamic Aggregated Network for gait recognition.

• Local Conv-Mixing Block, which utilizes a dynamic attention model to establish

relationships among neighboring pixels of focus.

• Global Motion Pattern Aggregator, which is responsible for aggregating the local motion

patterns of each part and mapping them separately to produce the global motion patterns.

DANet



Method

The architecture of the proposed Local Conv-Mixing Block. 

• Vector Representation, which mapping the features of each pixel to the complex domain.

• Vector Aggregation, which aggregate the local spatio-temporal domain of each features

according to receptive field size.
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Method

The architecture of the proposed Global Motion Pattern Aggregator. 

• Lower-order Global Motion Patterns, which first propose to squeeze variable local motion

patterns into a preset number of channel descriptors.

• Higher-order Global Motion Patterns, which perform a further mapping aiming at fully

capturing the high-order global motion patterns.

GMPA



Results

Performance Comparison on CASIA-B



Results

Performance Comparison on OUMVLP



Conclusions

1. In this paper, we propose a novel Dynamic Aggregated Network (DANet) for gait recognition, which

consists of a serial of Local Conv-Mixing Block (LCMB) and Global Motion Pattern Aggregator

(GMPA) to adaptively aggregate the robust discriminative global motion patterns.

2. The proposed method can dynamically locate the key regions and extract the local motion patterns, and

then adaptively select the distinguishing local motion patterns to further construct robust global motion

patterns.

3. The experimental results on three popular gait datasets, i.e., CASIA-B, OUMVLP, and Gait3D, verify the

effectiveness of the proposed method and show great potential for practical applications.

4. In the future, we will further investigate adaptive learning of the local and global motion patterns in the

complex-valued domain to aggregate more representative gait features.
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